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Our Source Is One of Love, Not Condemnation... When you pay attention to the way 
you feel, and deliberately choose more thoughts that feel good while you think 
them, you will begin to recognize the nature of your Broader Non-Physical desires. 
The majority of negative emotions that you feel are not because the subject of your 
thought is wrong, but instead, because you are condemning something that you’re 
Source does not condemn. Your Source is one of love, not one of condemnation. --- 
Abraham 

Dedicated to all those who have remained loyal to Wilhelm’s Reich’s Vision, LOVE 
and teachings.- Panacea-BOCAF 

Overview 
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Cloud buster technology. 

 We live in a community of people not so that we can suppress and dominate each other or 
make each other miserable but so that we can better and more reliably satisfy all life's 
healthy needs." Wilhelm Reich, "Children of the Future", page 221 

Panacea wishes to acknowledge the valued contributions of the Wilhelm Reich 
museum the “Galactic Orgonomy Exchange (GOE)”, Free Energy Researcher Dr. 
Peter Lindemann , Trevor Constable, Jamie, James Demeo , Ken , ESA  and various 
other individuals involved in Orgonomy (you all know who you are) who wish to 
remain nameless. 

Wilhelm Reich (1897 - 1957) discovered a form of energy that he called “Orgone" 
and demonstrated that this energy could be found within all living things and 
throughout the cosmos. The Galactic Orgonomy Exchange lists Orgone as:"ORGONE 
ENERGY. Is a Primordial Cosmic Energy; universally present and demonstrable 
visually, thermically, electroscopically and by means of Geiger-Mueller counters. In 
the living organism: Bio-energy, Life Energy -Discovered by Wilhelm Reich between 
1936 and 1940." 

A recent introductory film made James DeMeo. 

Wilhelm Reich and the Orgone Energy: A Brief Introduction 

The term “Orgone” was coined by Wilhelm Reich in the early 1940s to describe a 
form of universal background “radiation” or “energy” that he had discovered. Over 
the next 14 years he made many significant discoveries of how it functioned in 
nature and the human body. One of these, in 1952, was his invention of a device he 
called a "cloud buster". This device was able to drain off stale toxic forms of Orgone 
(Called deadly Orgone energy or DOR) from the atmosphere and restore normal 
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meteorological behavior to areas afflicted with droughts and other atmospheric 
problems. 

Cloud busting is the use of an instrument originally invented by Wilhelm Reich which 
utilizes “Orgone” energy to facilitate these detectable changes in the weather.  

Despite the term Orgone being coined by Reich for a life force energy, Prior to this in 
the western educational system Baron Reichenbach coined the “Odic force”  Franz 
Anton Mesmer had knowledge of the animal magnetism. Also you had Rudolf 
Steiner and his associate Guenther Wachsmuth who established the chemical ether 
(compared to Orgone by Trevor James Constable) in their works “The Etheric 
Formative Forces”. The chemical ether is understood by Trevor  to be what accesses 
by his (Trevor’s)  instruments. 

Trevor and his late friend Dr Walter stark (Swiss ion expert) is a well known physicist 
and characterized the ether as identical to what the Hindus called Prana which in 
Vedantic philosophy, it is the notion of a vital, life-sustaining force of living beings 
and vital energy.Plus to Mana the concept of an impersonal force or quality that 
resides in people, animals, and inanimate objects. The Mana concept is common to 
many Oceanic languages, including Melanesian, Polynesian, and Micronesian. 
Additionally comparable to what the Chinese call Chi the "life-force" in Chinese 
culture and finally to the Lorentz force in electrical theory.  

There is a vast scientific and philosophical record of this field dating back to ancient 
Greece and the American Indian shamans but this force has never fully been 
understood or covered by orthodoxy. The function of a Cloud buster which by its 
operating principles cannot be explained using orthodoxy clearly and unequivocally 
proves that this field exists. The cloud buster is the missing link for orthodoxy and is 
certainly a tangible physical device for attracting and directing this force. 

If cloud busting is to be done properly and as originally intended, it must be done 
only to repair a damaged atmospheric energy field, not to simply independently 
"make rain". It is not wrong to simply restore the climate to normal (due to 
counterproductive human activity) and then let nature take its natural course. That is 
the way cloud busting is intended to be done. Reich wrote about this concept, 
calling it "atmospheric self-regulation". 

Cloud busting cannot and SHOULD NOT be used to "make rain"; it CAN and SHOULD 
be used to heal a sick and damaged atmosphere and restore a stagnated 
atmospheric energy field to normal pulsation. If that is done, rain will happen on its' 
own. Nobody has to "make" it. -Anon 

The intent of cloud busting is to RESTORE NORMAL WEATHER CONDITIONS, not to 
break rain records. The understanding is that climate deterioration is caused by a 
build-up of DOR (more information on DOR can be found in the faculty section 
below). The proper way to do cloud busting is to remove DOR and let the 
atmosphere return to its normal behavior.  
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The goal of any well done cloud buster operation is the re-establishment of 
atmospheric SELF-REGULATION which has been obstructed by DOR. Any other use of 
cloud busting is malpractice and only adds to the problem of the disruption of 
normal weather patterns. 

One time or independent rain is not the intent of cloud busting. To be worth 
anything, it is necessary to solve the problem on a long-term basis. That means 
removal of the DOR-blockage that is causing the problem and restoration of the 
normal pulsation of the atmosphere so it will continue to produce rain at regular 
intervals by itself without further intervention. It would also be necessary to go about 
it gradually so you do not cause erosion. Just dumping water on sand is not going to 
help. You must first gradually humidify the area so plant life starts to revive and can 
hold the soil. Then, after months of increasing humidity and plant growth, you can try 
for rain without just washing away soil.  

Therefore there is a possibility that by the (miss) use of such an instrument that one 
can create a “sloppy cloud buster oversaturation”. One can easily and 
unintentionally allow storm after storm damage in his/hers own area. Cloud busting 
inevitably covers a large area. Any write ups and data collected from cloud busting 
experiments must not be recorded as “poor science”. An acceptable standard can 
be referenced in Reich’s recording of his cloud busting work that was published in his 
book “contact with space”. 

Cloud busting cannot be done in a “free lance” way, its benefits will be hindered if 
work is being done by one operator without his/her knowledge of another 
performing an operation nearby. One must also be able to detect if someone is 
cloud busting and where they are operating from. 

 This specific information on cloud busting work must be universally maintained and 
moderated if any operations are to commence and be effective.  

This information will be needed someday to help protect the world against people 
miss using cloud busters. For more information on how an operation should be 
conducted and what factors must be considered please consult the description 
section of this document. 

Wilhelm Reich first built and experimented with several cloud busters in the 
1950's.Most have been since been custom made by various CB operators. However 
cloud busting is not for the inexperienced individual. Again this can result in a 
dangerous weather modification process and is not a “toy” so to speak. It is nether 
ethical or safe for the unqualified individual who does not understand the original 
intent of Wilhelm Reich to perform cloud buster work.  

Cloud busting work is known to be dangerous to the health of the operator if proper 
pre cautions are not adhered to during the operation of the device. The In 
experienced and in proper use of this instrument can result in catastrophic effects 



including violent weather, bodily harm, loss of life, and environmental damage.  Do 
not operate a cloud buster without, authorization and proper knowledge. 

For this very reason alone, one must first familiarize oneself with the following 
information written by Wilhelm Reich which describes many of the varied operations 
and their effects on the weather during his research into this field of work. Some 
descriptions of this are contained in the student discussion with Reich's cloud buster 
student operators Eva Reich and Bill Moise. Essential information on the dangers of 
operations and precautions can be found in the following writings by Wilhelm Reich.  

The publications "CORE” July 1954 Vol. VI Nos. 1-4" and "Contact with Space-1956" by 
Wilhelm Reich are books available from the Wilhelm Reich Museum Bookstore at PO 
Box 687 Rangeley, Maine 04970 or check the archives of a university library. "Contact 
with Space" has also been published in Germany in 1996.  

 

Books that were purchased by Panacea for research 

Start with http://www.wilhelmreichmuseum.org/bookstore.html for the catalogue of 
what is available from the Wilhelm Reich Museum Bookstore - (most cloud busting 
articles by Reich are included in the "rare Journals" that are available on microfilm). 

http://www.orgone.org/requipment/cbuster/cbust00.htm 

http://www.wilhelmreichmuseum.org/journals.html#core6 

It is also considered essential to read plus “Cosmic Superimposition, 1951. 

If cloud busting is going to be used by people with nationalistic or other political 
agendas it will be nothing but another form of pollution.  Cloud busting operations 
must only operated under the appropriate guidelines, this way the cloud buster be 
effectively prevented from being the worst thing that can happen to the 
environment. There is already alarming evidence to suggest that other harmful and 
dangerous methods of weather modification processes is occurring. These methods 
are known to be counterproductive to health and the environment. These methods 
include The HAARP Program. 
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Information on the HAARP project 

Established in 1992, HAARP, based in Gokona, Alaska, is an array of high-powered 
antennas that transmit, through high-frequency radio waves, massive amounts of 
energy into the ionosphere (the upper layer of the atmosphere). Their construction 
was funded by the US Air Force, the US Navy and the Defense Advanced Research 
Projects Agency (DARPA). Operated jointly by the Air Force Research Laboratory 
and the Office of Naval Research, HAARP constitutes a system of powerful antennas 
capable of creating ‘controlled local modifications of the ionosphere’. According to 
its official website, http://www.haarp.alaska.edu/, HAARP will be used ‘to induce a 
small, localized change in ionospheric temperature so physical reactions can be 
studied by other instruments located either at or close to the HAARP site’. 

Of further concern is the alleged use of “chemtrials” to facilitate the coordination of 
this HAARP system. More detail on HAARP and this problem has been included in the 
faculty section below. 

As of 2009 - There remains  years of documented evidence in the Wilhelm Reich 
institute files, numerous books, not to mention evidence contained in the replicated 
experiments performed by Trevor constable and James DeMeo (just to name a few) 
to validate the science of cloud busting and of Orgonomy as a whole.  
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Trevor Constable’s work 

George K. C. Wuu, and Trevor James Constable are both founders of ETHERIC RAIN 
ENGINEERING PTE LTD Singapore. Trevor has had proof of his CLEAN non chemical 
weather modification process for over 10 years. This technology can also be used to 
contain hurricanes and help contain bush fires. In Southern California back in 1987 
around 200 scientists from overseas countries were brought in by the California air 
resources board. All were organized into some 50 teams. These teams were 
strategically sited throughout California for the most ambitious smog study project in 
history. Trevor's operation "victor" started at the same time and by the end of the third 
week in July the air in southern California was so clean that it deprived the visiting 
scientist of the statistical opportunity to gather valid samples- As a result they were 
sent home without data.  

The weather modification operation "Victor" was done without malefic intent, Trevor 
has stated on record that it was unintentional and done without malefic intent. His 
project with a 5 thousand dollar budget had put out of action the state air resources 
board project which finished up costing the California tax payer more than ten 
million dollars. After the project "victor" phase was finished in August, suddenly they 
were getting the cleanest air in thirty years - however the way it went into the 
records was as a metrological "fluke". So in essence, regardless both a study and a 
result were both achieved due to the cloud busting operations. 

In 1989 the operation "breakthrough" commenced again, during the 1989 smog 
season. And again the smog was dissipated the statistical records state:  
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Cleanest air in 40 years -Quoted as the “best year yet”. 

 There have been others – Below is the official federal filing of an operation Trevor 
called “operation Clincher”. This makes THREE co relations of Trevor’s activities using 
this weather modification process plus shows the state’s BEST EVER smog results.  Now 
it’s time to show FOUR co-relations. Here for the record is the official federal filling for 
operation clincher . 

 

Operation clincher federal filling document 

http://www.rainengineering.com/clincher/o_clincher.html�


 Note that the purpose or activity of the project stated on this government form is 
labeled as by "weather modification a record seasonal reduction of smog 
CALIFORNIA 1990. Here are the dates, mentioned on the federal form: 

 

Official start May one 1990 termination stated 31 October 1990- (The full Smog 
season) 

 

Filled in advanced as required by Federal law and signed by Trevor Constable. 
Comprehensive records including facts and figures of these operations mentioned 
can be obtained on video records; Panacea has a copy of the DVD entitled "primary 
weather engineering By Trevor constable". The nonprofit org can make it available to 
any faculty, grant group or government who wishes to see more hard data. Please 
contact us for this info. Further documented proof of successful operations can be 
found in Trevor’s OPERATION PINCER II – 1986 report 
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Trevor’s work like DeMeo's is based on the proven weather modification methods of 
Reich and can STOP droughts. In 1990, Free Energy Researcher Dr. Peter Lindemann 
teamed up with Trevor Constable to break the drought in Santa Barbara, California 
using Trevor's rain engineering technology. It took Peter about three months of study 
and experiments to understand what the equipment was actually doing.   

 

Free Energy Researcher Dr. Peter Lindemann 

 At that point, orienting the equipment for maximum effect became easy. In a series 
of engineered rains between February 2nd and March 6th, 1991, the Santa Barbara 
drought was effectively broken, including a spectacular event that filled Gibraltar 
Reservoir from bone dry to over-flowing in one night. Later that summer, Trevor asked 
Peter to join him in Operation Pioneer to break a drought in Melaka, Malaysia. There, 
they engineered 57 measurable rains in 10 weeks of the dry season. Some of his 
contributions to Trevor Constable's Etheric Weather Engineering technology are 
documented on the website. 

 The next individual Chen I-wan contacted Panacea and reported to us that he 
conducted an interview which was published on Feb. 12, 2009 by the Northern 
Weekend: China Disaster Prevention Expert Introduces the "Rain Engineering" New 
Technology.  

 

Chen I-wan 

 In the draft he submitted to Northern Weekend, the name of both Mr.Trevor J 
Constable and Mr. George K. C. Wuu was stated, as well as their website. But the 
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editors decided to keep such names out of the final paper. Extract of the interview. 
 Other Modern researchers who have documented records of successful weather 
engineering have been researched by Panacea.  

 

Weather engineering records purchased by Panacea- The following are by Tervor Constable  

"Loom of the future" and Dr. Charles Kelley -“A new method of weather control. 

Above are documented successful weather engineering records by Trevor 
Constable shown in the book "Loom of the future" and also shown by The RADIX 
Institute's Dr. Charles Kelley in his book entitled " A new method of weather 
engineering.  

 

Panacea’s 6th research book showing James Demeo’s records of cloud busting 

A particular Modern American scientist James DeMeo, Ph.D., has already replicated 
and performed proven rain making methods which are based on the original work 
of Wilhelm Reich. Over the last decade, James was repeatedly contacting various 
persons and officials in Australia, trying to organize a project in NSW, or to green up 
the outback. No replies were forthcoming, unfortunately. James had seen the 
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Forbes article in early August, and tried to contact them actually, but nothing there 
either. 

 James is willing to help Australia/others with participation only so long as it gets 
approval from official sources, and covers all the expenses either from officialdom or 
private parties, which are considerable for launching such a project from here to 
there. Reference to James work.  

 This technology also has hurricane control applications and can also be used to 
help contain bush fires plus the WATER economy. It is obvious that given the 
technical capacity this technology has, those who have vested interested in 
contracts that treat the drought/fires in other ways, would lose financially from this 
method IIn Wilhelm Reich’s Journals, Reich lists proven records of weather 
engineering in Appendix. Panacea can reproduce these for government and 
faculties upon request.  

Panacea has already made the Australian Minister go on record to acknowledge 
the already proven cloud busting technology. Panacea contacted the Australian 
Queensland government's Minister for Mines and Energy. Panacea had attempted 
to arrange an appointment to present the available alternative energy 
technology which can replace fossil fuels and solve the drought problem in Australia 
and overseas!.  

Here is a letter you can down load that Panacea sent to the Minister in order to go 
on record and acknowledge that he had received. The above letter was sent and 
has been received by the Ministers office. The following is a quote from the email 
returned to Ashtweth Palise, a Trustee of the nonprofit organization. 

Your email of 18 June 2007 to the Brisbane Central electorate office of the Hon Peter 
Beattie MP, Premier regarding alternative energy and a drought solution has been 
forwarded to the Hon Geoff Wilson, Minister for Mines and Energy.Your email was 

forwarded to the Sustainable Energy section of the Department of Mines and Energy 
and they have advised you may wish to contact Ms Andrea Harvey on 07 3234 2710 
so that they can get a better understanding of the technologies and requirements 

and where they may be able to direct you to the most appropriate area. 

Yours sincerely Julie Walkington 

Departmental Liaison Officer (Energy) 

Office of the Minister for Mines and Energy 

Phone: 322 51781 

Fax:322 51828 

e-mail:julie.walkington@energy.qld.gov.au 

Days later after sending the letter to the Ministers secretary via e-mail we received: 
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Thanks Ashtweth, I will forward this onto my manager and the relevant technical staff 
and get back to you if there is any interest. Cheers Andrea. 

Andrea Harvey 

Policy Officer, Energy Policy Implementation 

Department of Mines and Energy 

Level 7, 61 Mary Street Brisbane 

PO Box 15216, City East Queensland 4002 

Phone 07 3224 2710 Fax 07 3224 2526 

Email andrea.harvey@dme.qld.gov.au 

www.dme.qld.gov.au End 

The nonprofit organization has heard nothing back from the Minister's office since 
sending the letter in 2007. All Scientific circles, not to mention governments who 
have no previous experience in Orgonomy now have no significant reason to ignore 
these findings. The public must be informed. Records show that: 

1. The experimental evidence was gathered, not by one, but by several well-
qualified scientists of unquestionable integrity. 

2. The results showed a fully consistent picture of subjective effects, objective 
biological effects, and measurements employing several physical instruments. 

3. Observations of each kind were many and repeated. 

4. The results are completely inexplicable in terms of traditional physics. 

5. All of these effects can be reproduced TODAY. 

The suppressed science of Orgonomy has many beneficial applications for 
humanity. These include Orgone biophysics, therapy, child raising, social and 
political theories. Simply put; Orgonomy needs a public face. 

TODAY there is no justification for ANY institution to deny these findings. There is no 
justification to continue to refuse to investigate these findings for both an alliance 
and the therapeutic application of Orgonomy to benefit the public.  

Wilhelm Reich has suffered enough suppression and hard ship. Here Wilhelm Reich is 
speaking about being alone in his work about a year after the Oranur (more info 
below in the faculty section) experiment. Feeling alone as even good friends do not 
understand what he has lived or discovered. Wilhelm speaks about the "NO" in 
humans and how they do not understand the Oranur experiment and the good it 
may realize. 
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Wilhelm Reich Speaks 

Cloud buster technology can also eradicate the new threatening water economy. 

Flow (2008) Trailer 

 Flow (2008)- Irena Salina's award-winning documentary investigation into what 
experts label the most important political and environmental issue of the 21st 
Century -- The World Water Crisis. Salina builds a case against the growing 
privatization of the world's dwindling fresh water supply with an unflinching focus on 
politics, pollution, human rights, and the emergence of a domineering world water 
cartel. 

Blue Gold : World Water Wars 

 International award-winning documentary narrated by Malcolm McDowell, based 
on the book Blue Gold, hailed the 'Real Quantum of Solace'. Global Warming is an 
issue of 'how' we live, the water crisis is an issue of 'if' we live. See www.bluegold-
worldwaterwars.com for details. 

The Next New Global Economic and Financial Meltdown - Water The New Oil 

Orgonomy is much more than cloud busting alone. It can be considered to be more 
related to a part of biology than of physics. The understanding of how life functions is 
central to Orgonomic theory in all sub-disciplines, including cloud busting. Without it, 
there would be no chance of proper cloud busting, or of real progress in the field. 

Panacea is not providing the following information for ANY individual to simply 
conduct his/hers own “rain making” demonstrations.   

Panacea is not making this information available for people to profit by artificially 
creating rain from doing rain making “freelance work”. For this security the 
information wil only be available under controlled conditions. Panacea performed 
our tests in order to validate the science and help the original works and vision of 
Wilhelm Reich to reach the public. Mainstream faculties and governments not to 
mention the general public must be aware of Reich’s findings and we all must 
benefit from them. 

Currently in this “underground” field there are individuals involved in the “Reichian 
groups” who have formed border line “personality cults” and who all have their own 
interpretation and application of Reich’s teachings. Some people at times try to act 
in an authoritarian character structure and promote themselves as “suit-and-tie 
Reichian or Orgonomy professionals". There are also personal feuds involved. Reich 
wrote a whole book about this factor. It is called, Listen, Little Man. There is a most 
unhappy history of Orgonomy since the death of Reich. This is not what Wilhelm 
Reich (or Orgone science) needs, or would have wanted.  

Therefore, unfortunately for the unaware persons or scientist, when ever first 
contacting a “Reichian” and mentioning other particular “Reichians”- Until you know 
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what their specific relationship is, a mutual communication may be conflicting or a 
little slow. 

The whole movement has been is riddled with feuds, personality clashes, 
factionalism, policy disagreements, egotism, and mutual hostility. Further when 
people who are easily influenced by other people’s opinions first find out about 
Orgone energy, they tend to ask around among the representatives of official 
science to find out what the "experts" think of it.  

When they find out it is considered a crackpot science by them, they lose interest in 
it. The only ones who remain interested and who eventually go on to become 
experts in Orgonomy are those who do not care what the official “experts” think. This 
much change. 

 And such people are not likely to yield to the opinions of other “Reichian’s” either. It 
is a personality trait that most serious Reichians share - To go one’s own way 
regardless of anyone else’s opinions. That does not make for the best harmony or co-
operation or help Orgonomy progress. If Reich had of been able to predict this, he 
may have written more about the psychology of it to help prevent it. 

The modern Orgonomy student has had to be the kind of person who can ignore 
the weight of “authority” and the built-in conditioned assumptions of the culture that 
one was raised in. Plus be fairly independent-minded, individualistic and non-
conformist. This sort of student does not give in quickly and easily to peer-pressure. 
This is the non-conformist ideology called Orgonomy. 

One must deal with this current situation as objectively as possible in order to help 
the science of Orgonomy reach the public to capacity. At this time there is not much 
of a chance that any people in Orgonomy who are acting as “individualistic 
egotist” will CURRENTLY work together. If they were the kind of personality that would 
work together right away then they would not be the kind of personality that would 
ever get into Orgonomy in the first place.  

HENCE.- The entire field of Orgonomy must not be riddled with in-fighting, feuds, 
personal vendettas, and factionalism to a degree of beyond belief. The whole 
movement has stagnated ENOUGH due to this. TODAY that does not mean that we 
cannot bring each individual’s contribution together to BENEFIT the science and 
awareness of Reich’s teachings, people must now come together and see past 
personal differences. 

These include all individuals involved in Orgonomy:  If they cannot get along now 
and today than at the very least fighting must stop. Further due what some consider 
a liability risk, some individuals do not want anything to do with any government 
support of cloud busting operations and have opted to accept private sector 
funding only.  



Plus most individuals involved in cloud busting operations at this stage do not wish to 
be involved in anything that is publicly known. The reason being they fear the liability 
risks would be far too great. For example fear of being sued for any inadvertent 
flood damages that might occur, criminal charges of manslaughter if someone was 
injured from weather-related factors and under existing weather modification laws. 

However the main reason why “cloud busting” is currently not supported, well known 
or even in wide spread use is due to a LACK OF FUNDING. Both James DeMeo and 
Trevor Constable for example have been unable to perform work in Australia and 
other countries to capacity due to a lack of funding or government and faculty 
interests. 

Neither could Charles Kelley, who was a student of Reich, had professional 
experience as a meteorologist, had been a science consultant for NASA, had a 
PH.D and still never managed to get a grant in nearly 50 years of trying.  

Kelley wrote the first book on cloud busting, which is still the best book in the field.  
Kelley, C. R. A New Method of Weather Control. Jerome Eden also wrote a very 
good instruction manual, but hardly anyone ever read it. He offered a course in 
cloud busting for over 10 years. Only 5 people signed up for it in all that time. Ralph 
Markson is a top atmospheric physicist at MIT. He did cloud busting for 5 years as a 
grad student in the early 60s. He will not even talk about it now. He has a career to 
think of.  

 In Australia you have Paul Ritter, who was the first British Reichian, published an 
Orgonomic journal in England for 10 years before immigrating to Australia, and is 
certainly as knowledgeable on the subject as anyone alive. If there was any 
potential for funding in drought stricken Australia, this individual should be consulted 
for local advice, though he is now in his 80s and might not care to get directly 
involved.  

 In Germany, both John Trettin (Translated page) and Jurgen Fischer are 
experienced and knowledgeable in cloud busting. Trettin does not speak English; 
neither of them has ever managed to get any funding for it, even though Trettin is an 
old friend of high-level German government officials.  

Getting funding has so far not been a problem for anything besides Cloud buster 
work, as with this as at least people can grasp what it is you are trying to do. But 
healing a sick atmosphere? Restoring natural pulsation to the atmosphere? 
Removing DOR? Mobilizing stuck energy? People won't even know what you are 
talking about without a lot of tutoring.  

 Despite this Cloud busting is not foreign to Australia; one individual known to us 
conducted the first “cloud busting” project in Australia, in 1971. This was performed 
from a site just north of Toowoomba, Queensland (documentation can be found in 
Queensland newspapers for June and July of 1971.). If you look up the Brisbane and 

http://www.trettin-tv.de/cloud.htm�
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Toowoomba newspapers for those months, you will find several reports on it. One of 
them was on the front page and included a photo of the cloudbuster. 

Currently this individual’s budget does not permit him to return Australia. Most of the 
individuals involved in this work are only currently available as consultants if private-
sector funds should become available.  There are to the best of Panacea’s 
knowledge no others then those mentioned performing “rain making” cloud busting 
work. For technical discussion of REAL cloud busters Panacea recommends: 

Real-cloudbusters · The Original Orgone Cloud busters 

Others who can help with drought by using CLEAN methods of weather modification 
include Hugh Lovel. Hugh is an American living in North Queensland Australia who 
has his own method of working on the atmosphere which is not related to the Reich 
cloud buster. He can be contacted at hugh.lovel9@bigpond.com. When Hugh goes 
looking for rain with his “radionic program” he always does it with the written 
intention to “If it be Thy will, let the powers of nature converge, to bring in beneficial 
energies and to transform any detrimental energies into beneficial ones within the 
designated area in deep gratitude.  Hugh states - No doubt I don’t have to tell you 
the importance of creating boundaries for creating syntropic [as compared to 
entropic] effects. 

Panacea has created a page which shows the neglect of Orgone scientific studies 
and also offers to independently validate the SCIENCE of Orgonomy and help with 
the drought. 

http://panacea-bocaf.org/droughtrelief.htm 

If you are a faculty oir government or individual/group that can help stop the 
drought and offer resources to these individuals please Contact us. The Nonprofit 
organization Panacea-BOCAF intends to support this effort and other suppressed 
/neglected and misunderstood clean energy technologies. These engineers require 
grants, resources, faculty recognition and security. All this can be created in 
Panacea’s proposed granted research and development center.  For those able to 
help this effort, please Contact us. 

Description 

http://tech.groups.yahoo.com/group/real-cloudbusters/�
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Source 

Quote- Unlike the better-known method of "cloud-seeding" where chemical 
stimulants are dispersed into the atmosphere to affect a small region, cloudbusting 
uses no chemicals whatsoever, and has both long-distance and persisting effects. It 
functions by excitation and triggering motion within the large energy continuum 
surrounding the Earth, and in which localized energy potentials are observed to 
create clouds and weather fronts. "We don't try to 'milk' one or another cloud for 
rains, like the cloud-seeders do, but rather undertake to restore natural energetic 
pulsation, which as Reich discovered is a fundament for good cloud growth and 
development. In this sense, cloudbusting takes more of its theoretical background 
from the biological sciences than from mainstream physics, which only speaks of a 
dead atmosphere and 'empty space'. From the Reichian perspective, we view the 
atmosphere, Earth, and cosmos as being filled with a living pulsatory energy, 
somewhat in keeping with the 'living Earth / Gaia Hypothesis' of Lovelock, except 
that Reich's orgone is an objectively demonstrable energy, and not merely a 
theoretical speculation.  

Reich described the healthy atmosphere as characterized by cycles of rain-dry-rain-
dry, which were caused by natural energetic pulsation and self-regulatory properties 
of the orgone energy itself. Hard deserts and drought regions had lost this pulsatory 
capacity, as Reich described it, becoming energetically stagnant and immobilized. 
With the cloudbuster we have a means to re-invigorate and mobilize the 
atmospheric energy, and thereby restore energetic pulsation. Once this is done, like 
restoring a heart-beat to someone whose heart has stopped, natural rainfall cycles 
resume and we put away our equipment and do no additional work. It is only used 
for brief periods." In this context, DeMeo explained, the cloud busting method is like 
a form of atmospheric acupuncture, where the "acupuncture needle" or 
"cloudbuster" is used for brief periods to stimulate and restore a flow or movement of 
energy, after which the "symptoms" of atmospheric blocking and "illness" -- drought -- 
is eliminated. DeMeo noted that, with both acupuncture and cloudbusting, classical 
science has a hard time to understand them, as the background energy of Chinese 

http://74.125.19.132/translate_c?hl=en&sl=de&u=http://www.trettin-tv.de/cb.htm&prev=/search%3Fq%3Dhttp://www.trettin-tv.de/cloud.htm%26hl%3Den%26client%3Dfirefox-a%26rls%3Dorg.mozilla:en-US:official%26hs%3DUqM&rurl=translate.google.com.au&usg=ALkJrhjiT1iZK�


medicine and of cloudbusting, is not generally known or accepted by those who 
haven't studied them. "Nevertheless" DeMeo said, "they both work." – Source 

The Term Cloud busting is described by Reich as one that shall denote all 
engineering techniques which deal with the destruction as well as the formation of 
clouds of water vapor in the atmosphere and of orgone energy concentration of all 
kinds including gravity; briefly with all phenomena which are related to or derive 
from atmospheric or energy changes of all kinds, the origin of deserts as well as 
areas of green vegetation, and all similar  functions which depend on the presence 
or the absence, on the scarcity or plenty fullness of OR energy, oxygen , water vapor 
, rain ,sun and wind and their interaction. – P 33 "CORE” July 1954 Vol. VI Nos. 1-4". 

DOR in the atmosphere keeps the movement of the normal flow of Orgone Energy, 
west to east, from happening so no clouds can form because of the lack of moisture 
and potential. In contact in space, Reich drew from against the OR energy flow to 
start more good OR energy flowing into the area. Depending on how bad the DOR 
is entrenched, drawing from different regions, like overhead and from the east help 
to “break up the DOR so that normal operations can be successful. 

The cloud buster is used to remove DOR by a decrease in OR potential (the breakup 
of a cloud), an increase in OR potential (creation of rain clouds) or by the 
disturbance of the OR equilibrium in the atmosphere (the removal of fog). This is 
basically achieved by the DRAW of the OR potential or triggering to flow in certain 
directions.– Pages 36 -42 CORE” July 1954 Vol. VI Nos. 1-4". 

Its purpose is to draw OR energy charges out of the atmosphere and clouds. The 
cloud buster draws the charges slowly, in small amounts at a time.  These methods of 
operation are discussed in the construction manual (information below). The system 
of removal is based on the orgonomic potential which denotes all functions in 
nature which depend on the flow of cosmic energy, or potential from LOW to HIGH 
or WEAKER to STRONGER SYSTEMS. The orgonomic potential is contrary to the 
mechanical potential of heat, electromagnetic energy, mechanical potential of 
position etc. 

There certain procedures for certain operations, this is best described in the 
publication CORE” July 1954 Vol. VI Nos. 1-4". 

RULES GIVEN BY RECIH TO FOLLOW REGARDING THIS WORK IN CLOUD ENGINEERING 

Published by Orgone Institute in "GOR" July 1954 Vol. VI Nos. 1-4; appendix A" 

* 1. Shed all ambition to impress anyone. 

* 2. Never play around with rain making or cloud busting. The OR envelope which 
you tackle while "drawing" energy from the atmosphere is an energetic continuum 
of high power. You may cause twisters. You may stir a forest fire into the wrong 
direction. You may do other damage without intending to do so. Never do anything 
unless you must. 

http://www.orgonelab.org/ResearchSummary2.htm�


* 3. If experimenting: it is important to observe and know why you are doing what, 
that you can achieve immediate results. Slowly growing comprehension will secure 
later results safely. 

* 4. In cloud engineering you do not “create rain," - you do not” destroy clouds," - 
briefly, you are not playing God. What you do is solely helping nature on its natural 
course. 

* 5. Have your equipment, truck, etc. especially all metal parts well grounded into 
water, preferably flowing water. Lack of grounding imperils your organism. 

* 6. Do not let workers draw OR energy any longer if they become blue or purple in 
their faces or feel dizzy. Exchange the workers; let them rest far enough way, and 
have their faces and arms always wetted down with fresh water. 

* 7. Do not hold on to pipes or other metal parts while you draw OR. Always use a 
separate plastic or wooden handle to move equipment while drawing. Have your 
hands always well insulated with rubber or heavy cotton gloves. 

* 8. Have signs put up in such a manner that no one is hurt by OR charges. Do not let 
people stand close by. Among them may be men or women who are ill and would 
run some danger to their health. 

* 9. Never “drill a hole” into the sky right above you unless you aim for a long drawn 
rain. 

* 10. When you feel a breeze or wind setting in due to your operation, stop drawing if 
the wind direction becomes too strong or even if it acquire the appearance of a 
twister. 

* 11. If you wish to remove DOR clouds, draw in direction of run of OR envelope. 

* 12. If you wish to DESTROY clouds or to stop rain, aim at center of heaviest clouds. 

* 13. If you wish to make clouds grow heavier, draw from the vicinity of the smaller 
clouds, and have the large or heavy clouds undisturbed. 

* 14. If there are no clouds in the sky and clouds should be created, disturb the 
stillness or evenness of the OR envelope all around you by brief, sweeping draws and 
draw mainly against the run of the OR envelope. To create clouds you must create 
differences of OR energy potentials. 

* 15. (By GOR) Under no conditions should you have any electrical wires, electrical 
instruments of any kind, or any radioactive material near a cloud buster during any 
operation. Severe health problems may result.  

END 

General approval data for weather modification operations 



Note- The intent of cloud busting is to RESTORE NORMAL WEATHER CONDITIONS, not 
to break rain records. Climate deterioration is caused by build-up of DOR. The 
proper way to do cloud busting is to remove DOR and let the atmosphere return to 
normal behavior. The goal of any well-done cloud buster operation is the re-
establishment of atmospheric SELF-REGULATION which has been obstructed by DOR. 
Any other use of cloud busting is malpractice and only adds to the problem of the 
disruption of normal weather patterns. 

After checking on Australian weather modification laws we have found (to the best 
of our knowledge) that there is not any specific legislation AGAINST weather 
modification, but there are several laws AUTHORIZING it for specific programs at 
specific times and places. It seems that in Australia, unlike in America, weather 
modification is required to obtain a specific legislative act authorizing it and is 
otherwise considered to fall under the National Parks and Wildlife Act of 1974, the 
Wilderness Act of 1987, the Fisheries Management Act of 1994, Threatened Species 
Act, 1995, Local Government Act, 1993, Protection of the Environment Operations 
Act, 1997, and Environmental Planning and Assessment Act, 1979.  

Any weather modification done without a legislative act exempting it from these 
Acts is a violation of them. In the following - Weather Modification Law document 
Under 2 Definitions, “Rain Making" refers specifically to "cloud seeding" and nothing 
else.  It does not apply to cloud busting Orgone engineering or “etheric weather 
modification”. 

However we advise to instruct the authorities due to possible damage and not 
warning others of operations. If this sort of code of conduct is not sort prosecution 
may be possible. There is also a good chance that when the government is 
convinced the process is effective that any publicly-known cloud busting will 
automatically become illegal. 

Demonstration criteria 

This is certainly data that needs to be presented as a standard for an international 
accepted doctrine of CB operation. As much SPECIFIC’S would help make this into a 
code of conduct that is effectively usable. For example where and how much DOR 
is there and what sort of operation would be used to disperse it. Example: Time 
duration, operation and assessment for the SCIENCE part. Warnings and area 
prepared for operations etc. 

The bulk of these are dependent on subjective criteria, one must FIRST learn enough 
about orgone energy and how it looks, feels, and acts in a multitude of different 
situations to be able to recognize what you are seeing and then know what to do. 
Note - In a cloud buster operation the situation is never static. These kinds of details 
cannot be recorded by “mechanistic” thinking as that just does not work in dealing 
with orgone energy or Orgone weather engineering. 

http://www.license.state.tx.us/weather/wmlaw090107.pdf�


 If a demonstration is performed for example, on a farm, what must be considered is 
the time-frame that is involved in the process. A proper solution to the underlying 
drought tendency would take several years, but to convince a “client”, something 
would obviously have to be done fairly rapidly.  

Even in conventional cloud seeding work, nobody even talks about a single rainfall; 
the emphasis is on the amount of rain that falls over the course of a season. 

As mentioned earlier, if cloud busting is to be done properly, it must be done to 
repair a damaged atmospheric energy field, not to independently "make rain". It is 
never wrong to simply restore the climate to normal and then let nature take its 
course. That is the way cloud busting should be done. Reich wrote about this 
concept, calling it "atmospheric self-regulation".  

 But that takes time. To do a really proper job for example in the current situation for 
example in Australia it would take several years. And nobody will wait that long if 
they are paying for it. The customer will quite naturally want quick results. 

 It is indeed possible to get quick results with a cloud buster, but those results will not 
be permanent. It will rain, then go right back to drought conditions after you stop 
working. You end up with an artificial climate regime dependent on continual 
intervention by humans. 

 There is no way to convince anybody except by statistics, and that takes at least 
several months. However it is still possible to bring at least some rain almost anywhere 
in a week or two, but the argument would always come up that it might have rained 
anyway. The only way to be convincing is to stay there and do it again and again 
until it is obvious you are doing it.  

 Explaining this is usually difficult, so it must be made clear to the “client” right from 
the start that a single rain proves nothing and a full season of work is going to be 
needed. So what we need to call it is a pilot project, not a demonstration.  

 The second factor is that to do it responsibly and avoid as much risk of damage as 
possible, there should be an ecologist as part of the team right from the planning 
stages. Professional ecologists must not only be consulted but also MUST HAVE 
KNOWLEDGE OF THE LOCAL ECO SYSTEM. 

There also needs to be some thinking about what constitutes success. The amount of 
rain that falls is only one possible criterion. A more relevant one might be the actual 
effects on vegetation on the ground, which might vary greatly depending on what 
time of year it was. So we would need to agree in advance exactly what the goals 
were and how we would know if we were successful or not.  To do a true scientific 
study, the thing to do would be to take a botanical census of several representative 
acres in the target area, then do the cloud busting project over a set time period, 
then take a botanical census again and compare them. If there are more types of 



plants the second time, you did something right; if there are fewer types of plants, 
you have “screwed up”.  

 This criterion, which measures biodiversity, is the real measure of success, not just the 
amount of rain that falls. How many centimeters of rain in a rain gauge is not a 
measure of what effect you are having. The biological effect is more important. Rain 
at the wrong season can do more harm than good. From this you can see what 
some of the potential problems (if not addressed) are and how much thinking there 
needs to be done prior to the actual work begins. 

To validate the science of a cloud buster 

A simple demonstration is possible in order to show that SOMETHING is happening as 
a DIRECT result of the cloud buster apparatus. The cloud buster operator does not 
need to “make rain” in order to perform this simple demonstration, so all safety 
guide lines are in place. 

A cloud buster operator is able to simply break up a larger cloud into a smaller one. 
The fastest and easiest way is to break up small cumulus clouds directly ahead of the 
cloud buster while other small clouds, off to either side, are unaffected. 

This can be shown very dramatically by fixing a motion picture camera with a wide-
angle lens to the cloud buster, aimed directly ahead. When the film is speeded up 
the targeted clouds will seem to literally EXPLODE, while the clouds to the sides will 
remain untouched. It makes a very good film. With the cloud buster and the clouds 
both in the same frame, there is no room for any other interpretation. Plus this can be 
repeated on demand. The clouds aimed at will then break up; the others do not, 
clear and simple.  

Note-Trevor constable has a good set of videos in his DVD’s already showing clouds 
breaking up in a cloud buster.  Both in regular and speeded up versions. One must 
do this as a one off as to do this often can take moisture out of the air and even 
cause a drought. 

An individual called Christophe Keller made a similar film although he created rain in 
his work. This presentation largely shows the ARTISTIC or aesthetic value of the cloud 
buster as he is primarily an artist and does this kind of work. To his credit he labeled 
the experiment as something to prove the science of Wilhelm Reich. 

 



 

 
Taken from Christoph Keller’s scientific experiment -Source 

Panacea wishes to advise any individual in the future who intends to do a similar 
project or for anyone who intends on presenting the works of Reich as a public face 
to consider the following. Orgonomy is not just ART. You can still present all the 
THEMES when doing ART work, for example someone selling HEMP, paintings (made 
from HEMP etc) is still able to give out or display an educational pamphlet 
accompanying it. This can detail the education, science, industrial espionage and 
ACTIVISM regarding the SUBJECT matter. This can help the issue immensely. 

ART is one of the ways to express the SUBJECT. But a SUBJECT still needs the observer 
(especially when Orgone is involved) to cogitate over it. Whenever someone has 
anything associated with Orgone this requires being more objective then the 
expression of art alone. The nonprofit organization is involved in this synergism, 
education and activism of Reichian SCIENCE.  

Another individual named Charles Kelley made films of this. Some of the stills from 
the movies were reproduced in his book, A New Method of Weather Control, 1961. 
Despite this he was still not able to get funding from any government agency or 
university for further research and education. 

The Don Croft “Cloud Buster” 

http://www.christophkeller.com/�
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The Don Croft “Cloud buster” 

This device is understood by the Reich communities NOT to be the same as the Reich 
cloud buster or have the same function. It is also thought to be dangerous. This has 
only been mentioned here for reference. This device is described as: 

Building on the research of Wilhelm Reich, and assisted by his partner Carol, Don 
created a cheap, portable and easy to build device that consistently clears 
chemtrails and helps heal the atmosphere. The basic, original Croft "chembuster" is a 
device which converts the deadly orgone produced by chemtrails and other 
noxious energies to positive orgone energy, and so (unlike the Reich cloudbuster) 
does NOT need to be discharged, nor does it require special handling to avoid 
danger to its operator or its environment. 

Further like the Don Croft device, “ORGONITE” has not been created directly by 
Reich or understood to be related. The name orgonite was first coined by Karl Welz 
to describe a mixture of non-organic (metal shavings) and organic (fiberglass resin) 
materials, the combination of which is alleged to produce orgone energy and eat 
DOR. 

Don & Carol Croft invented 'tactical' orgonite devices they called orgone 
generators (as well as adding crystals to enhance their effect) named the Holy Hand 
Grenade (HHG), Tower buster (TB) and Cloud buster (CB) to deal with Chemtrails, 
HAARP, among many other applications. Also they have invented an orgonite 
zapper.  The best introduction is Don's book: The Life Etheric with Carol Croft.  There 
are groups now distribute orgonite (called gifting).  Panacea cannot comment on 
these devices and has not tested their effects. Technical discussion of this device 
can be found in the following discussion groups: 

http://tech.groups.yahoo.com/group/cloudbusters/ 

http://www.ethericwarriors.com/ 

http://tech.groups.yahoo.com/group/cloudbusters/�
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Cloud Buster Construction 
This instructional PDF is not available to the public – If you are a scientific faculty, 
press or government body who wish to evaluate this technology please Contact us. 

 

Panacea’s constructed Cloud buster  

 

http://www.panacea-bocaf.org/forms/contact.php�


Panacea’s 2nd constructed Cloud buster  

 

Panacea is currently performing NON RAIN MAKING (DOR removal) cloud busting 
tests in order to gather data for faculties, governments and the public. Panacea can 
also provide a SAFE demonstration where we do not need to do DOR removal and 
cause rain. Panacea uses renewable energy and advanced R and D.  

 

Panacea’s Cloud busting unit using the Roto verter technology 

Faculty Information 

 

New York Times, June 23,2003 

DOR/ORANUR 

http://panacea-bocaf.org/rotoverter.htm�


DOR (Deadly Orgone) is understood to be caused by air pollution, putrefaction, 
radioactivity, high-energy electrical discharge. It is also discovered by Reich to be 
absorbed and "held" by water, which is  Reich reasoned water can become 
stagnant. DOR is not just a short-fall of orgone in the body. It is stagnant orgone, 
orgone that has been stuck. It has stopped moving. It no longer pulsates. This is what 
it is in the atmosphere also. The DOR clouds are areas of stagnation and slower 
pulsation, not just areas of weaker charge or excess charge.  

ORANUR- Stands for Orgone against Nuclear Radiation (Orgonomy, Wilhelm Reich). 
Oranur conditions are overcharge conditions, and after a while, when the orgone 
gets tired of fighting against DOR, it lapses into DOR, losing energy and becoming 
stagnant. DOR is not overcharge. With his Oranur experiment, Wilhelm Reich 
attempted to find ways of using orgone against the effects of nuclear radiation.   

The effects of this experiment proved to be devastating on the surroundings of the 
experiment, and Reich realized the emergence of a form of life force that appeared 
to be rigidified, stale.  Reich labeled this energy DOR, or Deadly Orgone energy.  
DOR had extremely negative effects upon the human organism and life forms in 
general, and in an atmosphere of DOR. 

The amount of DOR/oranur has been increasing since the 50s. While DOR is a natural 
part of the orgonomic cycle, the amount that now exists, due to human technology, 
is far more than would exist naturally and more than can be metabolized by the 
normal energy processes. The global energy field reacts to the excess by strong 
circulating motion, such as tornados and hurricanes, to cleanse itself. That is one 
reason for an increase in both the strength and frequency of such storms.  There 
would also be numerous biological effects, none of them good. In humans these 
might include psychological/cultural effects as well.  

 A local build-up in your region might give the impressions you reported without 
necessarily being global in extent. But if the build-up really is of global extent, there 
are several possible reasons. One is some nuclear accident such as a reactor 
meltdown. Another is a nuclear bomb explosion. Another possible cause might be 
the burn-up in the atmosphere of a plutonium-powered payload from a failed 
space launch. 

 The placing of a large number of nuclear warheads on combat-ready alert status 
could also cause a world-wide increase in oranur. When a bomb is made ready for 
launch, the initiator or trigger assembly is placed in the center of it. This trigger 
consists of polonium, which is 4,000 times more radioactive than the plutonium or 
enriched uranium in the outer parts of the bomb.  

Since the bomb is constructed in a series of concentric shells of different materials 
like an orgone accumulator, placing the polonium in the center is like placing it 
inside an orgone accumulator. An oranur reaction is triggered. This is why an atomic 
bomb test can be detected hours before the bomb actually goes off.   



That may be why the American stockpile of combat-ready bombs at the Navy base 
on Diego Garcia Island in the Indian Ocean is causing the drought in Australia by 
breaking up and deflecting oncoming weather fronts before they get to Australia. 
Regardless of cause, the effects are the same. More oranur and DOR added to the 
already too-great burden of this planet. And that works out as more weather 
convulsions and more biological breakdowns. 

Oranur Links 

THE ORANUR EXPERIMENT First Report (1947-1951) 

Oranur by Peter (Lindemann)  

http://www.free-energy.ws/pdf/oranur1.pdf 

http://www.free-energy.ws/pdf/oranur2.pdf 

Weather Experiments by Charles R. Kelley 

Additional evidence for orgone energy is the effect of the Reich weather control 
apparatus, the "cloud buster" as he called it. This apparatus is a kind of antenna, 
which, upon being grounded into water, is said to be capable of withdrawing 
orgone energy from the sky in the direction it, is pointed. It was claimed by Reich 
that it could dissipate clouds by withdrawing energy from them. It was also claimed 
that the device could be used to trigger rainfall when none was expected and even 
to break droughts. 
 
If these claims are true, Reich's apparatus is surely one of the remarkable inventions 
of all time. Are they true? I believe that I am in an especially good position to 
evaluate these claims, because I was for nearly three years a weather forecaster in 
the Air Force and because I have worked experimentally with the Reich apparatus 
for many years. 

The results of my experiments are perfectly clear; the Reich weather control 
apparatus does exactly what Reich claims it does. Clouds at which the antenna is 
pointed shrink and disappear from the sky, while comparable clouds selected as 
controls do not. Figures 1 & 2 are representative of results that I have obtained again 
and again. 

http://www.wilhelmreichmuseum.org/oranur.html�
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Figure 1. 

Effects of the Reich weather control apparatus on a small cumulus cloud. Time 
between frames: one minute. The black "X" designates the direction of the antenna 
at the beginning of the apparatus I use, (From a motion picture sequence) 



 

Figure 2. 

A "before and after" picture of another experimental cloud destruction operation. 
The "X" shows the target of the cloud buster at the outset. The lower picture is the 
same scene 10 minutes late. 

 More difficult than cloud destruction are rainmaking experiments. These require 
careful preparation, observation of conditions, and skilled use of the 1 antenna. Let 
me quote the results of my experimental rain-making operations: 

 In the five experimental rain-making operations I carried out, unpredicted 
precipitation occurred within 36 hours in every case. These are my only rain-making 
operations, so the results cannot be attributed to the omission of negative instances. 
The operations were each timed to begin when rain was unexpected and unlikely. A 
conservative estimate of the average probability of rain within 36 hours in the five 
cases is .25. This is to say that with the conditions that prevailed at the start of these 
operations, the chances against rain within 36 hours are estimated to be, on the 
average, three to one, had these operations not taken place or had the apparatus 
been ineffective. From this estimate it can be further calculated that if the 
apparatus were ineffective, the odds against rain occurring within 36 hours on all of 



the five operations are more than a thousand to one. (p = .255 < . 001) It is extremely 
unlikely that unpredicted rain would have occurred on these five occasions unless 
the apparatus did work. 

 There are additional effects brought about by the weather control apparatus of 
equal value as evidence but more difficult to describe briefly. The sum total of the 
results is fairly described, I believe, as a powerful confirmation of Reich's description 
of the effects of the apparatus, and its explanation in terms of orgone energy 
concepts. The weather control results are utterly incomprehensible in terms of 
orthodox science. 
 
 Visual Observations. Reich described many conditions under which orgone energy 
phenomena could be directly observed. Darkroom observations are especially 
important, both of the energy field of the body (the "aura") and of the effects of 
orgone energy devices. These take on special significance in the light of the 
extensive closely related darkroom observations reported more than 100 years ago 
by Baron Charles von Reichenbach, which formed much of the basis for his 
discovery of the "odyle" or "odic force." The "odyle" is identical in major respects to 
orgone energy, of course. These observations of Reichenbach and of Reich have 
never been explained in orthodox scientific terms. Kelley, C. R. A New Method of 
Weather Control. Interscience Research Institute, 1961. 

Cloud busting operation report given to Panacea by “Anon”. 

 In 1971 I went to Queensland with a home-made cloud buster. I set it up at a farm 
near Toowoomba, about 80 miles inland from Brisbane. From experience in eastern 
North America, I expected rain in two days, so I told the news media four days to 
give me two shots at it. It ended up taking me six weeks to get rain. The conditions in 
Australia during a major long-term drought were not the same as in New England. 
The atmospheric energy field over the whole continent was very much more 
stagnant. There was a DOR barrier near Dubbo, on the border of Queensland and 
New South Wales that was blocking the normal path of the rains. I tried to drill 
through that barrier. I could clearly see the changes in color of the sky where I 
pointed the cloud buster pipes, but it would fill in black again as soon as I moved to 
draw from somewhere else. I needed more than one cloud buster. I kept drawing 
from the barrier to the south of me. For days nothing happened. Then things started 
to move far to the south.  

Way down around Melbourne the atmosphere started northward. Melbourne had 
its' coldest day on record. The next day Sydney had its' coldest day ever. The 
following day, Brisbane had the coldest day it had ever had. The next day the cold 
air mass collided with the warm moist tropical air over Townsville and the heaviest 
rains on record resulted, destroying half the sugar cane harvest. I then turned the 
cloud buster around and drew from the North. For three days nothing happened. 
Then a warm tropical air mass started to move south. The next day Brisbane had the 
warmest day on record. The day after that Sydney had the warmest day it had ever 



had. The next day Melbourne had the warmest day ever. It takes much longer in 
Australia to get things started, but when they do start, the whole continent is 
affected, much more so than in North.  

Trevor’s Cloud busting operation 

It is assumed that Robert McCullough, the former employee of Reich may be one of 
the individuals that  Constable learned from. The corporation AEREO of Singapore 
operated as a government agent in Malaysia and was therefore granted 
governmental immunity.  Malaysia had been suffering drought for many months 
from the El Nino phenomenon in the mid 1990's and the situation had grown dire.  
AEREO was invited by officials in the Malaysian government to end the drought.  
AEREO did break the drought to the gratitude of the people and they did not "skip" 
out of the country.   

The regional governmental officials had promised One Million dollars on top of 
regular pay, if AEREO could fill up the Selangor Dam.  What they governmental 
officials did not tell Trevor and Mr. Wuu, was the Selangor Dam at that time had a 
pressure leak and could not be filled up, as any water above a certain level would 
immediately drain out!   Although more than enough water entered the drainage 
system, they never got those million dollars due to this fraud. Later Malaysian 
governments admitted to the fraud and disciplined the officials.   

Orgone Accumulator 

Experiments demonstrated that organic or non metallic materials such as cotton 
wool or plastic attract absorb and hold the energy. 

 

 Where Metallic materials like steal or iron attract the energy and quickly reflect it in 
both directions 



 

 On the basis of these experiments Reich constructed small boxes with alternating 
layers of organic and metallic materials. 

 

 With the inner walls lined with metal the organic layers attract the atmospheric 
orgone energy is then directed inwards by the metal layers any energy reflected 
back from the metal layers is re absorbed by the outer organic layers which is then 
attracted back to the metal and attracted back to the metal and directed to the 
inside of the box or orgone accumulator. 



 

An Orgone accumulator 

 The result was a higher concentration of orgone energy in the box, the more layers 
the higher the concentration this accumulation of energy can be verified in a 
variety of ways, for example a constant temperature difference exists between the 
air [inside] above the box and in the surrounding air contradicting the second law of 
thermo dynamics. 

 

The red symbolizes the hotter temperature difference. 

The following comes from Dr Peter Lindemann. One of the best documented 
examples of this is the spontaneous temperature rise observed in the "orgone 
accumulator", invented by Dr. Wilhelm Reich in 1940. Here, a simple enclosure made 
of alternating layers of organic and inorganic material, allows the ambient density of 
the Etheric Energy Field to become more concentrated in the local area, without 



the application of work. This new and higher energy concentration is then reflected 
as a spontaneous rise in temperature. This situation does not break the "Second Law" 
in the narrow case, because we admit that new energy is entering the system. It 
does break the "Second Law" in the general case because this energy is entering 
without the application of external work. Reich's accumulator was designed as an 
attempt to shield and isolate this energy from its presence in the environment. His 
data clearly showed, however, that he was not able to isolate the energy effects 
inside the accumulator because the Etheric Energy Field easily penetrated the walls 
of the enclosure. He eventually realized that with regard to Etheric Energy Fields, it 
was impossible to "close the system" in the local sense. This is important to understand 
because it directly refutes the assumption that the universe consists only of closed 
systems at all levels of activity. 

The scientific approach to life energy: Karl von Reichenbach, Korschelt 

Baron Karl von Reichenbach explored the functions of life energy a couple of 
decades after Mesmer.  He did not develop accumulators of life energy and, in 
fact, he rejected Mesmer’s invention without ever testing it.  Von Reichenbach, who 
created the name “od” for life energy, had it observed in double-blind experimental 
arrangements.  Consequently he was capable of describing many functions of life 
energy.  Von Reichenbach became quite famous as a result of inventing new 
methods of steel manufacturing.  In addition to that, his chemical inventions such as 
creosote and formaldehyde were widely accepted.  Naturally he was not this lucky 
with his innovative approach to life energy, even though he used modern methods 
of experimentation and observation when working with his well over 120 test persons. 

An interesting accumulator of life energy was built by Korschelt about 100 years 
later, in 1897.  He called it a “Solar ether radiation apparatus.  Its effects were similar 
to orgone accumulators. These devices have a very low presence of organic 
materials and they are rather large, which apparently is making up for this lack of 
organic materials.  Considering their typical pipe-like shape, these devices 
apparently as an antenna of life energy, from which a person can pull the energy 
from the surroundings.   

Book down load - Karl von Reichenbach and Od Energy 

Wilhelm Reich & the UFO Phenomena: "Desert Orp Ea 

The DVD “Wilhelm Reich & the UFO Phenomena: "Desert Orp Ea"” contains further 
witness and evidence testimony on cloud buster technology By Eva Reich.  

Description reads -Eva was the daughter of Dr. Wilhelm Reich and one of his original 
students deeply engaged in the field of orgonomy. She worked with her father on a 
variety of experimental works, including to be a participant-observer in his orgone 
accumulator clinical work, the orgone motor experiments, Oranur Experiment, and 
she was a cloudbuster operator in the Tucson, Arizona "Contact With Space" 
experiments. Independently she travelled the world, spreading knowledge of the 

http://www.hbci.com/~wenonah/history/odenergy.htm�


orgone accumulator and blanket, as well as a special "butterfly touch" massage 
therapy for healing trauma in the newborn, knowledge which was passed on to 
numerous midwives and groups devoted to children. At home in rural Maine, with 
much difficulty and struggle, she founded an independent birth control and 
women's clinic. In this film, shes discusses about Wilhelm Reich's history works which is 
not extensively known on public domain.. 

Observing weather operations 

One way is to watch the weather satellite pictures (with IR) to see how effective an 
operation is working. You can use (CRWS Jet Stream Map Menu) site. A passive 
observer has noticed that there is a round a seven day oscillation cycle with the jet 
stream in the northern hemispheres.  So turning the system on and off to match the 
planetary jet stream wave can add great effect to the weather modification.   

Here is a public USA Navy weather site 

Main Page- http://www.nrlmry.navy.mil/sat_products.html 

Global imagery and animations -http://www.nrlmry.navy.mil/sat-bin/global.cgi       

http://www.nrlmry.navy.mil/sat-bin/global.cgi 

http://www.nrlmry.navy.mil/tropics-bin/tropics.cgi 

Queensland Australia sites 

http://www.bom.gov.au/weather/qld/ 

http://www.bom.gov.au/jsp/watl/rainfall/pme.jsp                                                   

Faculty links 

Wilhelm Reich-CORE (Cosmic Orgone Engineering) OROP Desert Report 

Christophe Keller cloud buster project 

THE DISCOVERY OF THE ORGONE ENERGY 1919-1939 Peter Nasselstein 

Reflections of a weather engineer by Trevor James Constable 

The Acoustic Function of a Reich Cloud buster By Chuck Henderson 

Cloud busting and desert greening - Joachim Trettin 

Orgone energy motor patent 

2Nd Orgone energy motor patent reference 

German Orgone Devices 

Orgone books from aetherometry.com 
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http://home.earthlink.net/overquota.html�
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Recommended faculty books/Info 

"The Etheric Formative Forces in the Cosmos, Earth and Man" by a Dr. Guether 
Washsmuth. 

Baron Von Reichenbach – regarding the “odic” force 

Kelley, C. R. A NEW METHOD OF WEATHER CONTROL 

Bernard Grad was/is and his work with Wilhelm Reich 

Technical support groups 
http://tech.groups.yahoo.com/group/orgonescience/ 

Wilhelm Reich and Orgonomy interactive Mail Lists 

Links 
Trevor James Constable Interview- 8th October 2008 - YouTube 

Trevor talks about his research into weather modification, notably creating rain using 
what he called "a biological form of energy which conventional scientific people 

have not yet been able to master." He explained that this energy source is the same 
form of power that Wilhelm Reich called "orgone energy." Recalling his most 

productive experiment with rainmaking, Constable said that he'd generated 21 
inches of rain over the course of 20 hours 

Trevor James Constable - segment of interview by Jeff Rense - YouTube 

Rense interview: Trevor Constable – Dangers Of Cloudbuster Technology 

OBRL Newsletters and Major Reports 

James DeMeo, Ph.D.Orgone Biophysical Research Lab Ashland, Oregon, USA 

http://www.wikilivres.info/wiki/Wilhelm_Reich 

The Acoustic Function of a Reich Cloud buster 

www.orgonstar.de –English version Via Google Translator 

Cloud buster project- http://www.trettin-tv.de/cb.htm 

Takitimu Weather Modification 

Karl von Reichenbach and Od Energy 

http://www.hbci.com/~wenonah/history/odenergy.htm 

Book published in Google for additional reading 
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http://books.google.com/books?id=KukRAAAAYAAJ&dq=Karl+Reichenbach 

Credits 
The open source Orgone energy community, Ken, J and various others we do not 

wish to name. If you are able to contribute to this document in ANY way, IE- 
replication details, faculty info and or additional data please contact the nonprofit 

organization. 

http://www.panacea-bocaf.org 

http://www.panaceauniversity.org 
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